
Spelling Words and Sentences
List E-4: /ī/ and /ō/

  1.  island If I won the lottery I would take a vacation to a tropical island.

  2.  ninety I asked my mom for ninety-nine cents so I could buy my favorite candy bar.

  3.  rivalry The two high school basketball teams are known for their age old rivalry.  

  4.  strike In bowling, if you knock down all 10 pins it is called a strike.

  5.  twilight Twilight is a time of day in between daylight and darkness.

  6.  iodine Iodine is a mineral that can be found in most table salts.

  7.  trial We received a coupon for a free 30 day trial to the gym down the street.

  8.  silent The crowd was silent when our favorite quarterback announced his retirement. 

  9.  bowling Our family likes to go bowling on Saturday nights.

 10. cocoa Have you ever made hot chocolate from real cocoa powder?

 11. motivation Sometimes it's hard to have the motivation to do my homework when I get home.

 12. dough The secret to making good bread dough is not over kneading it.  

 13. wholesome The people who lived in the small town were kind and wholesome.

 14. blown Before I knew it the gently falling snow suddenly turned into a full blown snowstorm.

 15. shoulder In the wrestling finals Eli's opponent accidentally popped his shoulder out of its socket.

 16. growth Ella must have had a growth spurt because all of her pants are too short on her.

 17. choke Chew carefully so you don't choke on the stringy cheese.

 18. photo I love looking through the old photo albums at my grandmother's house.

 19. sparrow The little sparrow built a nest in the tiny hole in my neighbor's fence.

 20. stow The big closet made it easy to stow away our snowsuits.  

 21. pondering After the movie ended I sat pondering the meaning behind it.  

 22. publish I could not believe that the top fashion magazine wanted to publish my article!

 23. ignite Placing an open flame near gasoline could ignite a fire.

 24. zodiac What is your sign on the zodiac calendar? 

 25. arrival Sarah ran to the front door when she saw the arrival of her package.
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